
THE LIMESTONE CAVES AND HOT SPRINGS OF THE
SONGWE RIVER (MBKYA) AREA WITH NOtES ON THE

ASSOCIATED. GUAN.O DEPOSITS.

By E. O. TEALE AND F. OArES
(Tanganyika Geological Survey).

The limestone caves and hot springs of the Songwe River (Mbeya)
region of Tanganyika Territory were visited by Dr. Dantz and briefly
referred to in a description of his travels published in 1903(1), but their
existence was known to local missionaries before that date. A more
detailed description was given in 1906 by Fiilleborn(2), who was
accompanied by Kohlschutter and Glaunig.

Fiilleborn refers to several caves in limestone and states that he
explored one for a distance of one kilometr~ without reaching the end.
As far as this point the cave was dry, but it was said by natives accom
panying the travellers that there waS a pool of water further in.
Mention is made of the enormous number of bats inhabiting the caves,
and of the deposits of bat-guano on the floors thereof. Thertnal springs
are said to occur at intervals for several miles along the western side
of the valley, forming terraces of calcareous sinter some fifty feet or
more above the bed of the Songwe. 'The temperature of one spring is
given as 60° to 70° Cent., and an analysis of the water is quoted below:

Silica ...
Lime
Magnesia
Chlorine
Sulphuric anhydride ...

0.065 parts per thousand
0.065"" "
0.034"" "
0.026"" "
0.169"" "

The temperature of another spring is given as 43 ° Cent., and the com
position as somewhat similar but containing more lime (0.105) and
less sulphuric anhydride (0.094). The German name for the springs
was •• Grafin Bose Thermen," the native name, •• Maronde." It was
said that the caves were used as refuge by the local natives when
raided by the Wangoni. Fiilleborn suggests that the caves, which
may have served countless generations for protection, might yield
valuable prehistoric treasures.

Recent interest has been attracted to the area by the " re-dis
covery " of the guano by Mr. L. E. Hickson-Wood, a settler of the
Mbeya District, who is exploiting the material to supply 8 local
market. The region was 31so visited by Mr. C. Gillman, Ohief
Engineer of the Tanganyika Railways, during his reconnaissance in
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connection with railway sUiveys in the south-west highlands; more
recently (1933) by Mr. G. Milne, the Soil Chemist of the Amant
Institute; andin October, 1934, by the senior author.

SITUATION.

Taking the Mbeya Range as a reference, the main cave is situated
near the village of Sukamawera on the west side of the Songwe River,
twelve and a half miles west-south-west of Mbeya Peak, and eight and
a half miles south of Punguluma, the north-western end of the Mbeya
Range. (Map reference: F.3, 1 :300,000, Long .. 33° 13' E., Lat.
8° 54' S.)

Present access to the caves is by a bush motor-track, which leaves
the Mbeya-Mbosi motor-road at a point eight miles west of Mbalizi and
turns north-westward for four miles over the volcanic plain, at which
distance the edge of the deep canyon-like valley of the Songwe and
several of its tributaries are reached. Thence, a precipitous and rougli'
motor-track descends some 600 feet to th~ Songwe and continues
onwards to the c~ves, which are reached three miles further on,
reckoned from the lip of the canyon. ',l'he hot springs occur at
intervals along this stretch of the valley.

This section of the road constitutes a severe test for motor cars
as well as for the nerve and skill of the drivers. At the time the caves
were visited by the senior author, however, one-ton loads of guano
were being hauled by motor transport up this astoniehingly steep,
rough, and sinuous grade.

GENERAL DESCRIPTION OF THE LOCALITY.

The scenic setting of the guano enteq,rise is a striking one, dis
playing wonderful variation in colour and tone according to the time
of day and season. Viewed from the edge of the volcanic plain just
before the observer descends to the Songwe Valley, the imposing mass
of the. Mbeya Range dominates the outlook to the north, its 9,525 foot
peak a titanic sentinel watching over a landscape of the utmost
variety, which has been moulded by a combination of tectonic,
volcanic, and erosive agencies.

The surface of the plain upon which the observer stands consists
of an accumulation of pyroclastic deposits partially filling in the
southern end of the Rukwa Rift Trough and burying a down-faulted
section of an ancient landscape, here composed in part of the red
sandstones of the uppermost portion of the :Karroo formation. The
western view is limited by the Unyika Scarp, the edge of a fault-block
associated with the tectonic movements of the Rukwa Rift region.
The topographical relief is here accentuated by the canyon-like valley
of the Songwe deeply incised along the foot of the scarp and in the
volcanic plain. It is clear that the accumulation of volcanic material
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haa interfered seriously with the earlier course of the river and caused
it to renew its activity,resulting in the carving out of its present
chasm-like valley. Looking north-westwards down this valley one
sees on one's right hand, cliffs and buttresses of sombre volcanic rocks
capping deep red sandstones; on one's left hand, limestone cliffsflanked.
at intervals by snow-white terraces of calcareous sinter. In this
direction the view fades into the blue haze of the RukwaTrough, and
into this relatively enormous depression the Songwe empties its con
tribution to a now vastly shrunken lake.

The route of the Imperial Airways Ltd., from Cap'l3townto
London, is above the area described in the present paper; thus the
traveller by air is here able to view a most instructive section of the
East African Rift features, which the air-route follows thence for
hundreds of miles northwards.

GENERAL GEOLOGY OF THE AREA AND THEOBIES
AS TO THE ORIGIN OF THE LIMESTONE.

The detailed geology arid geographical history of the region is as
yet only very imperfectly known. A cross section from south-west
to north-east reveals the followingformation, starting on the Unyih
Plateau:-

(a) The basement complex of crystalline gneiss and schist.
(b) Relics of the Karroo formation capping (a) and traversed by a

north-westerly trending fault of the Rift period.
(c) On the floor and east side of the valley, down-faulted members

of (b) partially buried beneath pyroc1astie products of tertiary
vulcanism.

(d) Tertiary volcanic rocks flanking the steep slOpesof the :Mbeya
Range on the north-east.

(e) The Mbeya massif consisting mainly of rocks belonging to the
basement complex, but at the Punguluma end, of volcanic
rocks of tertiary age in part silicified.

Flanking the Unyika Scarp for some miles in this region is a
deposit of pink and white banded crystalline limestone which is of
especial interest since its origin ana age are still uncertain. It forms
a horizontally disposed deposit of at least fifty feet in thickness and
appears to be restricted to the western side of the SongweValley, Its
ba.ndedand crystalline nature, like" cave limestone '.'clearly indicate
origin by chemical deposition, but the source of the lime still remains
a matter for speculation. Various views have been advanced as to
the nature and origin of the limestone.

Dantz(l) suggests that it is itself crystalline limestone belonging
to the ancient gneiss formation with the Karroo sandstones down-
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faulted against it, the Songwe River following the line of fault. Gill
man (private communication to the authors) refers to it as a tufa-like
crust derived from extinct as well as from active thermal springs and
attributes the source of the lime to lime-bearing silicate minerals in
the underlying ancient rocks. A third possibility is tentatively sug
gested by Milne (official communication to the Tanganyika Geological
Survey), namely, that the limestone may have been derived from basic
tertiary lava and pyroclastic material rich in lime in the vicinity.
Finally, should the underlying ;Karroo formation contain limestone or
calcareous beds, appeal may be made to these as a possible source of
the lime(3).

The first of these suggestions is now no longer tenable since the
horizontal banding of the limestone is clearly indicative of a young
deposit produced by chemical precipitation, and this fact conclusively
distinguishes it from typical Archrean marble. It was apparently
overlooked by Dantz that the material may overlie the ancient marble
as a secondary crustal deposit, but in any case marble has not been
recognized in the general locality, so this possibility is somewhat
remote.

The remaining views quoted above are at one in attributing to the
limestone a secondary origin, and differ only in the conception of the'
nature of the primary source of the lime.

A striking analogy, which casts new light upon the problem of
genesis, is afforded by a type of limestone from the Lupa goldfield
strongly resembling fine-grained (saccharoidal) marble. l'his deposit
occurs in the Ohunya Valley, north of the Discum mine, and itEl
geological association and lithological characters demonstrate beyond
doubt that it is a young formation derived by chemical means from an
amorphous freshwater limestone oi Pleistocene age. In favourable
sections the crystalline rock mal' be seen to occuPy bands traversing
the amorphous bedded rock due to solution and re-deposition of
crystalline limestone in old subterranean solution-channels and
cavities. Analyses of the Songwe limestone and of the crystalline
and amorphous limestones from Chunya are supplied below for
comparison ;-

99.99 ... 100.15

Silica and insoluble silicates ...,
Ferric oxide and alumina
Lime (OaO)
Magnesia (MgO)
Loss on ignition

Totals
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(a)
%

0.23
0.55

51.80
3.37

44.04

(b)
%

0.09
3.29

53.56
Tr.

43.21

(c)
%
2.48

0.97
51.68
1.63

43.1.1

99.87



(a) Songwe limestone.
(b) Chunya crystalline limestone.
(c) Chunya amorphous limestone.

The purity of these three limestones suggests that the primary material
from which (a) was derived must itself have been a relatively pure form
of limestone. The secondary material from Chunya does not disf'lay
such marked banding as does tha.t from Songwe, but this feature is
nevertheless present and is rendered apparent by ignition of the fine
grained sacchoroidal stone. when it darkens and there appears a faint
brown banding-effect due to formation of oxide of iron along such
layers of deposition as are richer in iron than the average.

It is not known if a mode of formation similar to that just
described would be applicable to the case under disc~on, for beds
of the primary amorphous limestone have not yet been recognized with
certainty, although a specimen collected by Gillman at one of the
thermal springs very closely resembles the primary type of limestone
occurring in the Chunya Valley. It may be that a somewhat exten
sive lake, or chain of such, caused by the ponding action of barriers of
pyroclastic material, existed at an earlier- period at this point of the
present Songwe Valley. Such barriers would eventually hav~ been
breached by the subsequent down-cutting of the river, and the lake
system completely drained .. The primary source of the lime may thus
have been normal freshwater calcareous sediments sinc~ largely
removed by erosion. The present distribution of the hot springs
cannot alone account for the existence of this extensive and continuous
bed of crystalline limestone; on the other hand Gillman (loc. cit.) con
siders that the sinter formation was formerly more extensive and that
many hot springs then existed which are now extinct. Indeed, one
may go further and conceive the former existence of a system of lakes
such as that postulated above fed by thermal waters in which the
precipitated calcium carbonate would have tended to form a stratiform
deposit.

As regards the source of the lime, this might be accounted for
from limestone, or at least calcareous beds, in the underlying Karroo

formation, which would be penetrated by the uprising hot waters; orfrom later freshwater limestones of the earlier phase of Lake Rukw8;
or simply from lime collected by the action of thermal waters penetmt
ing lime-bearing rocks of any age.

THE" CAVE PEARLS."

An interesting feature of the hot sf'rings is the occurrence in their
proximity of small pisoliths or ooliths of pure calcium carbonate up to
two or three millimetres in diameter. Th~y are cream-coloured to pale
tlesh-coloured and usually spherical, though some have a rather
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flattened form.'.['hey are soluble without apparent residue in dilute
acid, and in micro-section display a delicate radial-concentric structure
without observabl~ though possibly with sub-microscopic nucleus.
These ooliths would seem to correspond with material· to which certain
American geologists have applied the somewhat fanciful name of
" cave pearls "(4). They have been recently described by the Tanga
nyika Geological Survey(3). In this description it was stated that they
were obtained by Mr. Hickson-Wood from one of the caves, but from
information recently received from this gentleman it would now appear
that they came from the hot springs. It is regrettable that no
reliable statement is available as to their mode of origin since accurate
observations as to the conditions under. which they are forming should
have an important bearing on the question of oolith-formation. A
specimen of .these" cave pearls" is to be seen in the geologic~l
museum at Dodoma.

TUB GUANO.

The formation of the guano is principally due to the accumulation
of the excreta of the countless bats inhabiting the caves. '.['heir
droppings upon the floors of the caves now amount to a considerable
thickness, and interaction with the underlying limestone through the
agency of downward percolating water has proceeded to depths of
fifteen to twenty feet. The material shows great variability in com
position and appearance: in general that near the surface, which is
fresher and less highly leached, contains more nitrogen and less
phosphorus than the average; while in the lowermost layers, where
there is an increasing admixture with limestone. the reverse holds good.

The surface material is fresh, moist dung, and this gives
place at shallow depths to a coarse brown powder, consisting of
organic material, in which can be discerned abundant wing
sheaths of small insects interspersed with powder and small frag
ments of partly phosphatized limestone. At greater depths the
material contains much less organic matter and is then a cream
coloured to pale brown, coherent but very friable, banded deposit.
which may contain upwards of seventy per cent. of tricalcium phos
phate. In general the guano is extremely moist and the following
analyses were carried out in the Geological Survey laboratory on the
material after it had been air-dried for several days.

PROXIMATE ANALYSIS.

Moisture expellable at 1000 Cent.
LOBS on ignition ..... ,
Ash
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(a)
%
9.8

34.5
55.7

(b)
%'
10.6
24.9
64.5



DETERMINATION OF USEFUL CONSTITUENTS.

,Total nitrogen (N) 4.1 2.4
Total phosphoric anhydride (P206) 11.8 '" 19.1
Water-soluble P206 ••••••••• 0.4 ... 0.6
Water-soluble potash (K20) 0.6 .. , 0.5
Lime (CaO) 14.3 7.0

(a) Average sample of material in one cave from top to 16 ft. level.
(b) Sample from 16 ft. level.

According to Milne (loc. cit.) the caves lead from one to another
through openings, Some of which are mere manholes, and it is
extremely difficult to e8tima~e the quantity of guano available on
account of the irregularity of the shape and' conformation of the floors
of the caves. '{'here are certainly many hundreds of tons, possibly
some thousands.

The percentages of phosphoric anhydride and total nitrogen com
pare very favourably with those of similar ma.teria.l from other
localities in Tanganyika Territory, and this is illustrated by the
following analytical figures kindly supplied by Mr. Milne:-

Songwe River
Amboni, Sigi R., Tanga;

Surface sample ...
Sample at 1 metre
Below 1 metre

Ukinga
Kilwa ...

0.17
1.6 to 2.0

2.0

5.4
5.9

N
%
4.1

5.2
0.3 to 0.6

1.4

10.2
5.4

On the whole the nitrogen-content is variable and low and the gua.:no
should be sold on its merits as a phosphatic fertilizer. It so happenll
that this is the important constituent since the local soils are notably
deficient in phosphorus.

CONCLUSION.

In conclusion it is desired to eXf'Tessregret that the limited time
available for the geological examinatlOn did not ~rmit the attainment
oi finality of investigation, but it is hoped that the entries made into
the realms of speculation will be justified if they merely serv~ to
stimulate further observation and enquiry in an area presenting many
featurell of interellt to the scientist and traveller.
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